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Mark Peterson has given a brilliant and fascinating
count of Galileo Galilei’s early lectures~1588! on Dante’s
Inferno and their relation to Galileo’s mature theory of th
laws of scaling, presented in hisTwo New Sciences~1638!.1

Peterson uses texts long available in Galileo’s collec
works, but neglected by physicists and historians of scien
probably because these texts fall in the category of ‘‘liter
works.’’2 His analysis shows the importance of going p
the boundaries of modern disciplines in order to consider
larger coherence of such a wide-ranging mind as Galileo

I would like to add further comments that support a
complement Peterson’s work. He discusses Galileo’s defe
of the Florentine Antonio Manetti’s account of the topogr
phy of Dante’s hell against his non-Florentine oppone
Alessandro Vellutello.3 In his lectures, Galileo assumes th
the structural stability of Brunelleschi’s dome in the cath
dral of Florence@4 bracchia~2.26 m! thick# can be scaled up
to describe the ‘‘dome’’ of earth@100 miles ~161 000 m!
thick# that presumably covers the hollow inverted cone
Dante’s subterranean Inferno.4 Yet later Galileo should have
realized that his account of the scale of hell was fundam
tally unsound because it wrongly presumed that structu
could be arbitrarily scaled up in size.

Peterson notes that Galileo’s lectures were clearly me
to support the glory of the Medici and the Florentine Aca
emy, so that such an egregious flaw in his argument co
have been pounced on and caused much embarrass
Hence, Peterson concludes that Galileo may have do
played or ignored these flawed lectures, citing a letter
1609 to show that by this time, Galileo had developed
least the basic idea that structures do not scale up arbitra
Yet one wonders why fifty years separated the 1588 lectu
from Galileo’s exposition of his corrected theory. Peters
speculates that Galileo was holding this theory in reserv
confute critics of his early lectures, in the way that he sav
powerful counter-arguments for use at later stages in his
lemics about the physics of floating bodies.

There may be another, simpler explanation of Galile
reticence on questions of scale. By 1609, Galileo could h
deduced that Dante’s hell was structurally unsound, if
applied his new understanding of scaling to his earlier ar
ments. At the same time, he began the telescopic obse
tions that led to the discovery of the satellites of Jupiter
1610 and his adoption of Copernicanism.5 He soon was con-
fronted with disturbing signs of ecclesiastical oppositio
which condemned Copernicus’s book in 1616 and brou
charges against Galileo himself in 1633.6 In the midst of
these dangers, Galileo would have had good reason to a
showing that hell was physically impossible, at least the
1160 Am. J. Phys.70 ~11!, November 2002 http://ojps.aip.or
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eral hell of Dante. The status of hell touches moral questi
of punishment for sin and also the privilege of the popes
successors of Peter, keepers of the keys of hell no less
of heaven. Furthermore, as we shall see, the Catholic
scription of hell was based on Ptolemaic cosmology, so t
an attack on one would have involved the other.7

Indeed, in his 1588 lectures the young Galileo explici
refers to the center of the Earth as being ‘‘at the center of
universe’’~nel centro del mondo!, showing his adherence t
the Ptolemaic view.8 He defends Manetti’s view, in which a
huge cone-shaped void would have to lie centered un
Jerusalem, reaching the center of the Earth, 3200 m
down.9 Would the physical improbability of such a chas
not have struck him immediately? It is difficult to imagin
him believing naively that, as Manetti has it, there are e
trances near Naples to that vast subterranean space. As P
son discusses, Vellutello’s alternative involved a far sma
inferno, only one-thousandth the size of Manetti’s, accord
to Galileo, and hence less preposterous physically. Yet
Peterson emphasizes, it seemed a given that Galileo m
defend the Florentine Manetti at all costs, at least if
wished to gain the favor of the Medici. One wonders wh
Galileo thought of all this. Perhaps it was all a literary ex
cise in which it would be oafish to ask whether these poe
structures were physically possible.10 Yet that was the very
crux of Galileo’s discussion. If indeed Galileo was aware
these issues~as seems likely!, this might have been the firs
time that political realities affected his presentation of ph
ics. The occasion seems significant because, as Pete
notes, it was an important first step in Galileo’s professio
career.

Here many interesting questions open for further study.
what extent was the literal existence of hell crucial, in co
trast to its status as a symbolic image of the state of so
after death? Even in 1913,The Catholic Encyclopediastated
that ‘‘theologians generally accept the opinion that hell
really within the earth,’’ though noting that ‘‘the Church ha
decided nothing on this subject; hence we may say that
is a definite place; but where it is, we do not know.’’11 Tho-
mas Aquinas argued in about 1270 that ‘‘after death so
have certain places for their reception,’’ so that ‘‘those so
that have a perfect share of the Godhead are in heaven,
that those that are deprived of that share are assigned
contrary place.’’12 Here, Aquinas’s argument requires that t
Earth be the ‘‘middle of the whole world@cosmos#’’ and
hence the only possible location of hell as the ‘‘contra
place’’ to heaven. In this view, the central Earth is a kind
‘‘garbage heap,’’ inferior to the heavens above it. Aquin
goes on to argue that the fires of hell are corporeal and of
1160g/ajp/ © 2002 American Association of Physics Teachers
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same species as earthly fire, burning ‘‘within the bowels
the earth.’’13 Though the exact location of hell was not
matter of faith, its existence was a tenet of Catholic be
and its negation thus heretical. Thus, in 1620 Giuseppe
saccio confidently described hell as being within the ea
noting that an enormous space was needed in view of
ever increasing number of the damned, who had no r
to expect as much room as the blessed souls in heav14

Explicit attacks on the orthodox doctrine of hell do not a
pear before about 1650; no pope before John Paul II held
hell is only a spiritual state, rather than a physical place.15

Dante himself, in a celebrated letter to Can Grande d
Scala~1317!, had noted that the literal level of meaning w
one of four levels on which his poem worked, along with t
allegorical, moral, and analogical levels.16 If so, the literal
existence of hell was on a par with its allegorical, moral,
analogical existence. To be sure, sophisticated readers,
as now, would weigh a literal interpretation against less
eral readings.17 Such problems haunted the reading of t
Bible above all, but applied to Dante as well. Certainly t
Church might not have wanted simple believers to depart
far from the literal. In any event, it would be disturbing
common beliefs if the traditional hell were shown to
physically impossible. Moreover, this would also deny t
authoritative arguments of Thomas Aquinas, as well as
Ptolemaic cosmology on which they were based. As a
pernican, Galileo thought that the Earth was as noble as
other planets, not a ‘‘garbage heap’’ fit to contain hell. T
impossibility of the subterranean inferno was dangerou
supportive of Copernicus.

Pietro Redondi has argued that, behind the Galileo af
lay the disturbing possibility that atomic theory contradic
the doctrine that wine is transubstanted into blood in
Eucharist, which is a far more explosive issue theologica
than technical issues of astronomy.18 As intriguing as Redon-
di’s idea is, the existing documents do not give it expli
support; Galileo did not write on the matter at all. The qu
tion of the literal existence and structure of hell is anoth
explosive issue that Galileo may have wanted to avoid
this case, we have Galileo’s extended physical descriptio
Dante’s inferno and also his detailed articulation of why su
a structure could not exist. Galileo may well have dread
writing down the conclusion: hell cannot exist. Even witho
his explicit statement, the evidence at hand shows tha
would have drawn this inference and realized its danger.
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The splitting of the atomic spectra in a weak, homog
neous magnetic fieldB is determined by the Zeeman ener
operator

HB52mB~L12S!B, ~1!

where the Bohr magnetonmB5e\/2mc. For not too heavy
atoms (Z&80) and for not too highly excited states, the to
orbital angular momentumL ~in units of\! and the total spin
S of all electrons are good quantum numbers~LS coupling!.
Then the energy splitting is given to first-order in perturb
tion theory by the expectation value ofHB in the atomic
eigenstatesun,L,S;J,MJ&, with J5L1S and MJ52J,2J
11, . . . ,1J. The evaluation of the matrix elements~usually
with the Wigner–Eckart theorem! gives

DE52mBgMJB, ~2!

with the Lande´ factor

g511
J~J11!2L~L11!1S~S11!

2J~J11!
. ~3!

~For a derivation of this formula see any advanced textb
on quantum mechanics, for example, Ref. 1.!

Here L and 2S can in principle be any natural numbe
1,2,3, . . . , orzero.~In reality,L andS are limited from above
because stable atoms have only a finite number of electr
and because of the limits of validity of theLS coupling.! The
quantityJ can attain the valuesJ5uS2Lu,uS2Lu11, . . . ,S
1L. For J50, g21 is of the indefinite form 0/0, but be
causeMJ50 in this case,DE is zero. Obviouslyg is a
rational number in all cases.~It is remarkable that this prop
erty was conjectured as early as 1907 by Runge, after a c
ful analysis of the first systematic experimental data on
Zeeman splitting.2! For pure orbital angular momentum (S
50), we haveg51; for pure spin (L50), g52; and for
L5S, g53/2, a ‘‘mean value.’’ For most atomic statesg is
in the interval 0.4<g<2, but values outside this interva
have been measured. The extremal values we have foun
the literature areg520.72 andg53.35.3 It can also be seen
that for nearly any particular value ofg, at least in the range
0&g&2.5, an atom exists in nature withg extremely close
to this value. This experimental fact suggests the mathem
cal question if Eq.~3! for the Lande´ factor can produceany
~positive or negative! rational number disregarding the upp
limits on L andS.

In the following we give a simple illuminating proof o
this conjecture. It is advantageous to consider instead og,
the quantity
1162 Am. J. Phys.70 ~11!, November 2002 http://ojps.aip.or
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f 5g2
3

2
5

~S2L !~S1L11!

2J~J11!
, ~4!

the deviation ofg from the mean value 3/2. The numerat
of f is antisymmetric with respect to the exchangeS↔L,
and the denominator is symmetric, given the conditi
uS2Lu<J<S1L. Therefore, it is sufficient to confine our
selves to positive values ofX5S2L. ~The value f 50 is
trivially constructed byX50, that is, S5L, and, for ex-
ample,J5L51.! To prove thatf ~and thereforeg! can attain
any ~positive! rational numberp/q, it turns out to be suffi-
cient to consider only the limiting casesJ5X, and J5X
12L. Furthermore, it is simpler to confine ourselves to
teger spin valuesS, because then the quantitiesX, L, andJ
in f 5X(X12L11)/2J(J11) appear on a more equal foo
ing. For the limiting casesJ5X, andJ5X12L, there are
cancellations between the numerator and denominator of ,
with the result that

f 5
X12L11

2~X11!
~J5X!, ~5!

f 5
X

2~X12L !
~J5X12L !. ~6!

~For all other allowed values ofJ, the numerator and de
nominator of f remain quadratic inX and J, and it will be
much more difficult to decide whether they can attain a
natural numbersp and q.! Obviously, in Eq.~5!, we have
f >1/2, and in Eq.~6! f <1/2. To prove thatf can be any
rational numberp/q, we will assume thatf 5p/q, and then
show that suitable values forJ, L, and S can be found as
functions ofp andq. For f >1/2, the conditionf 5(X12L
11)/2(X11)5p/q leads in general to 2(X11)52kq, and
X12L1152kp, for some natural numberk. Therefore we
haveX115kq, andkq12L52kp. Hence,k must be even
if q is odd. It turns out that we may~always! takek52. Then
our solution forf 5p/q reads

J5X52q21Þ0, L52p2q, S52p1q21. ~7!

For f <1/2, f 5X/2(X12L)5p/q leads to 2(X12L)
52kq, andX52kp, with the simplest solution (k52):

L5q22p, X54p, J52qÞ0, S52p1q. ~8!

By this elementary reasoning, we have shown thatf can
1162g/ajp/ © 2002 American Association of Physics Teachers
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numbers are constructed by the exchangeL↔S. We find it
remarkable that the valuesf 571/2, which divide the two
cases of this derivation, belong to the physically prefer
casesg51 ~pure orbital angular momentum!, and g52
~pure spin!, and this although it was not necessary to co
sider half-integerS values in our proof.
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An interesting method for studying a facet of special re
tivity called the Thomas rotation was provided recently
Costellaet al.1 One of the most important points discover
by the authors of Ref. 1 is the surprising effect that ari
from the composition of two perpendicular boosts. The o
come of two such transformations is that, from the point
view of a boosted observer, the second boost changes
velocity of thefirst one.2 This unexpected result is consid
ered and commented on by the authors to show that it ma
sense from the energetic point of view. However, its dir
origin is not revealed and for many readers it may still se
to be counterintuitive and inexplicable by a straightforwa
calculation. The strange reduction in velocity of the fi
boost deserves to be examined more thoroughly, becau
appears to be just one of the causes of the Thomas rota

In this comment we first give a simple explanation f
why the second boost reduces the velocity of the first o
Additionally, we show that the strangeness of this effec
even greater than expected. Namely, using the same me
as Ref. 1, we find that, from the point of view of a body
rest during the passive boosts~for example, a star in Ref. 1!,
it is just the secondboost that is changed while the fir
remains unaltered! Thus,the same two boostsare evaluated
differently by the boosted observer and by someone who
rest. This asymmetry is not mentioned in Ref. 1. Howeve
is very instructive to reflect on the difference between
two viewpoints because the indicated reduction of boost
locity together withthe asymmetry is equivalent to the Th
mas rotation. Because the mathematical method introdu
in Ref. 1 is very convenient for tracing the asymmetry,
apply their method to visualize the Thomas rotation for t
perpendicular boosts~in Ref. 1 four boosts are required!.

Finally, we show how we can make use of the veloc
reduction effect noticed in Ref. 1 to obtain the standard
pression for the Thomasprecessionwithout any complicated
calculations. We believe that it is a useful and importa
example of the elegant formal method contained in their
per.

Let us first elucidate the reduction of velocity suffered
the first boost after the second perpendicular boost is
formed. Following the hypothetical situation introduced
Ref. 1, let the starshipEnterprise, initially at rest relative to
-
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t-
f
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some particular star, be boosted in thex direction by a ve-
locity vx . After the boost an astronaut in the Enterprise o
serves the star moving with the velocity2vx which may be
calculated in a frameSx moving ~at the moment! together
with the Enterprise as2vx5Dx/Dt ~the x axis of Sx is par-
allel to the directionx of the space ship motion!. It is impor-
tant that the timeDt be measured by clocks lying along thex
axis of the frameSx . Next, the second boost is accomplish
on the Enterprise, this time in they direction and by a veloc-
ity vy . Now we notice that while in the ‘‘abandoned’’ fram
Sx , the displacement of the star during the timeDt is equal
to Dx, so in thenewrest frame of the Enterprise, the respe
tive shift of the star in thex direction also is equal toDx
~because the second boost isperpendicularto the x axis of
Sx), but the timeDt8 of the star displacement observed
the new rest frame differs fromDt. To show the difference
and find the relation betweenDt8 andDt, we notice that the
synchronized clocks that measure the intervalDt in the
frame Sx are still synchronizedfor the astronaut, now addi
tionally boosted in they direction. If so, the clocks act as
‘‘single’’ clock extended along thex axis in Sx and moving
with velocity 2vy with respect to the Enterprise. Due to th
time dilation effect, for the observer in the space ship th
seem to run slowly and

Dt85gvy
Dt. ~1!

We see then that the velocity of the star in its motion alo
Dx after the two boosts appears to be reduced and equa

Dx

Dt8
52

vx

gvy

. ~2!

Thus the twice boosted astronaut registers the velocity of
star to be

vS5S 2
vx

gvy

,2vyD . ~3!

Equation~3! it is just the intriguing result that sprang ou
from the formal procedure introduced by Costellaet al.1
Comment on ‘‘The Thomas rotation,’’ by John P. Costella et al.
†Am. J. Phys. 69 „8…, 837–847 „2001…‡
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Now let us consider the same two boosts from the poin
view of the star. Imagine that the Enterprise is already tw
boosted and as such is at rest in some reference frame.
we pass from that frame to the one connected with the s
To do so we have to cancel the two performed boosts, tha
proceed in the opposite direction with respect to the origi
order of transformations. First we apply to the rest frame
the Enterprise the reversedy boost and then the reversedx
one. By using the method of Ref. 1, we find that after t
action of the two reversed boosts, the energy-momen
four-vector of the Enterprise is

Bx~2vx!By~2vy!S mE

0

0

0

D 5S mEgvx
gvy

mEgvx
gvy

vx

mEgvy
vy

0

D , ~4!

where mE is the mass of the Enterprise. We calculate
ratio pi /E and obtain the velocity of the Enterprise as se
by the observer on the star~we omit thez component be-
cause it is equal to zero!:

vE5S vx ,
vy

gvx
D . ~5!

Contrary to Eq.~3!, from the point of view of the star, it is
thex boost that is unchanged while they one is reduced in its
velocity. Certainly, the decrease of they component of the
velocity can also be explained in the same manner as
done above for the boosted Enterprise where the reductio
velocity is shown to emerge from the time dilation effect.

At the moment, however, we pay attention to the contr
between the results~3! and~5!: the velocitiesvS andvE differ
in the absolute values of their components. Certainly,
relative velocity between the star and the Enterprise m
have the same magnitude both for the observer on the
and for the astronaut. Using Eqs.~3! and ~5! we may verify
that vS5vE . However, if the system of coordinates co
nected with the star~in which vE is measured! and that as-
sociated with the Enterprise~wherevS is determined! have
their respective axes parallel with respect to each other~as

Fig. 1. After the two perpendicular boosts along thex and they axes, the
rest frame of the Enterprise is rotated with respect to the frame of the sta
the angleDu5uE2uS .
1164 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 70, No. 11, November 2002
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they were at the beginning!, the respective components ofvS

andvE should differ only in their signs. That the componen
are completely different follows from the fact that the tw
frames after the two boosts appear to be rotated with res
to each other~see Fig. 1!. In other words, although the two
boosts of theEnterprisewere performed without any angula
rotation, the resultant rest frame of the spaceshipis rotated
with respect to the initial one~that is, with respect to the
frame in which the star rests!. So, from the point of view of
the star, the two pure boosts make the Enterprise turn aro
As promised, by explaining the asymmetry of the results~3!
and ~5!, we have arrived at the Thomas rotation.

On the basis of Fig. 1, the angle of rotation suffered by
rest frame of the Enterprise after the two boosts is

Du5uE2uS , ~6!

where

uS5arctanS vygvy

vx
D , ~7!

and

uE5arctanS vy

vxgvx
D , ~8!

as follows from Eqs.~3! and~5!. To check that our reasonin
is consistent with that in Ref. 1, we choosevx5v0 and vy

5v1 , wherev0 andv1 are the velocities of the boosts con
sidered in Ref. 1@see Eq.~17!#. For that case we find:

Du52arctanS A2g0
22121

A2g0
22111

D . ~9!

It can be verified that the double value ofDu is given by

2Du52arctanS g0
221

A2g0
221

D , ~10!

which agrees with the result~22! in Ref. 1 obtained fortwo
pairs of perpendicular boosts by velocitiesv0 andv1 .

Although our presentation of the Thomas rotation m
seem to be less concise than that in Ref. 1, we believe th
allows one to understand the relativistic effect more imm
diately. However, our approach has its own intrinsic ben
as discussed in the Appendix, where we calculate the a
of rotation in the special and important case for which t
Enterprise moves in a circle around a star. In this way
obtain the desired standard expression for the Thomas
cession without excessive effort.

APPENDIX

Let the Enterprise move in a circle around a star with
speedv. At any moment the movement may be regarded
the effect of a boost of the star by the velocity2v along the
x direction of the instantaneous velocity followed by the se
ond boost of velocity2dv perpendicular to the first one. I
we make use of the result~5!, the velocity of the Enterprise
as observed from the point of view of the star is

vE5S v,
dv
gv

D . ~A1!by
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We see thatvE is inclined to thex axis in the frame of the sta
by the angle

uE5
1

g

dv
v

, ~A2!

whereg[gv .
In turn, by applying the reasoning leading to Eq.~3!, we

find the velocity of the star observed by the astronaut sitt
in the Enterprise:

vS5S 2
v

gdv
,2dv D'~2v,2dv !. ~A3!

The vectorvS is inclined to thex axis in the frame of the
spacecraft by the angle:

uS5
dv
v

. ~A4!

The difference betweenuE and uS is the measure of the
Thomas precession suffered by the system of coordin
moving with the Enterprise:

du5uE2uS52
g21

g

dv
v

. ~A5!
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If during the time intervaldt, the change of the velocity o
the Enterprise in they direction observed from the point o
view of the star isdv/g @see Eq.~A1!#, then the angular
velocity vT of the Thomas precession is

vT[
du

dt
52~g21!v , ~A6!

wherev is the angular velocity of the Enterprise in its ci
cular motion around the star. Despite the simplicity of o
approach, the result~A6! is exact and we may compare
with the same outcome delivered by Muller.3 The negative
value ofvT reflects the fact that the Thomas precession p
ceeds in the opposite direction with respect to the rotat
~assumed to be positive! performed by the Enterprise aroun
the star.

a!Electronic mail: krebilas@ar.krakow.pl
1J. P. Costella, B. H. McKellar, A. A. Rawlinson, and G. J. Stephenson,
‘‘The Thomas rotation,’’ Am. J. Phys.69, 837–847~2001!.

2Reference 1, pp. 840, 842.
3R. A. Muller, ‘‘Thomas precession: Where is the torque?,’’ Am. J. Ph
60, 313–317~1992!.
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